We revisit the question of 'hot mode' versus 'cold mode' accretion onto galaxies using steady-state cooling flow solutions and idealized 3D hydrodynamic simulations. We demonstrate that for the hot accretion mode to exist, the cooling time is required to be longer than the free-fall time near the radius where the gas is rotationally-supported, R circ , i.e. the existence of the hot mode depends on physical conditions at the galaxy scale rather than on physical conditions at the halo scale. When allowing for the depletion of the halo baryon fraction relative to the cosmic mean, the longer cooling times imply that a virialized gaseous halo may form in halo masses below the threshold of ∼ 10 12 M derived for baryon-complete halos. We show that for any halo mass there is a maximum accretion rate for which the gas is virialized throughout the halo and can accrete via the hot mode of M crit ≈ 0.7(v c /100 km s −1 ) 5.4 (R circ /10 kpc)(Z/ Z ) −0.9 M yr −1 , where Z and v c are the metallicity and circular velocity measured at R circ . For accretion rates M crit the volume-filling gas phase can in principle be 'transonic' -virialized in the outer halo but cool and free-falling near the galaxy. We compare M crit to the average star formation rate (SFR) in halos at 0 < z < 10 implied by the stellar-mass halo-mass relation. For a plausible metallicity evolution with redshift, we find that SFR M crit at most masses and redshifts, suggesting that the SFR of galaxies could be primarily sustained by the hot mode in halo masses well below the classic threshold of ∼ 10 12 M .
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of the volume-filling gas phase in dark matter halos, and the nature of its accretion onto the galaxy, crucially depend on whether its cooling time t cool is longer or shorter than the free-fall time t ff . If t cool > t ff , this phase is expected to be quasi-static, supported against gravity by thermal pressure. Galaxy accretion in this regime is gradual and regulated by energy losses to radiation. In contrast if t cool < t ff then the rapid cooling prevents the formation of a pressure-supported gaseous halo, and the halo gas free-falls onto the galaxy. These two distinct regimes for the nature of galaxy accretion, known respectively as 'hot mode' and 'cold mode' accretion, were originally discussed by White & Rees (1978) who demonstrated that the ratio t cool /t ff increases CIERA Fellow † E-mail: jonathan.stern@northwestern.edu with halo mass M halo . They identified a threshold mass scale of M thres ∼ 10 12 M where t cool ∼ t ff , similar to the threshold previously derived for self-gravitating gas clouds (Rees & Ostriker 1977; Silk 1977) . Birnboim & Dekel (2003, hereafter BD03) and Dekel & Birnboim (2006) later connected these two regimes to the stability of the virial shock. Using analytic arguments and 1D simulations, they demonstrated that the rapid cooling of postshock gas in low mass halos leads to an unstable shock, so gas accreting from the intergalactic medium (IGM) remains cool (∼ 10 4 K) and freefalling down to the galaxy scale. Once however M halo surpasses M thres ∼ 10 11.5 M the conditions for a stable shock are met at the galaxy scale, and a shock forms and expands into the halo heating the volume-filling phase to the virial temperature T vir .
More recently Fielding et al. (2017) used idealized 3D simulations to study how the two regimes for the halo gas are affected by kinetic feedback from stars. They demonstrated that in the M halo > M thres regime the outflows are confined by the hot halo gas, and the physics of the volume-filling phase are similar to that suggested by BD03. In low mass halos however the effect of feedback is much more dramatic -galaxy outflows shock against IGM inflows at halo radii, well beyond the radius where the shock initially forms in the BD03 simulations. In this regime the halo gas forms a multi-phase medium dominated by turbulence and bulk inflows/outflows.
A considerable effort has been devoted to detecting these two regimes for galaxy accretion, and the transition between them, in cosmological simulations (e.g., Kereš et al. 2005 Kereš et al. , 2009 Kereš et al. , 2012 Birnboim et al. 2007; Ocvirk et al. 2008; Brooks et al. 2009; Oppenheimer et al. 2010; FaucherGiguère et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013 ). To discriminate between gas which has shocked prior to accretion and gas which has not shocked, most of these studies identified the maximum temperature T max a fluid element had reached before accreting onto the galaxy. In studies where the 'hot' and 'cold' accretion modes are differentiated by a constant cut in temperature T cut ≈ 10 5.5 K the gas was found to be entirely cold below M halo ≈ 10 11.5 M , consistent with the conclusion of BD03 (e.g. Kereš et al. 2005) . This trend however could be driven by T vir dropping below T cut in low mass halos, in which case even virial-temperature gas would be classified as 'cold', as discussed in Nelson et al. (2013) and acknowledged by many of the cited studies. Nelson et al. (2013) scaled T cut with T vir and found that the hot accretion mode is present even in halo masses well below 10 11.5 M (see also figure 8 in , in contrast with the 1D simulations of BD03. However, given that even in the free-fall regime inflows potentially shock and reach a temperature ∼ T vir due to the interaction with outflows as seen in the simulations of Fielding et al. (2017) , T max may not be a good discriminator between the two regimes. An alternative method to distinguish between gradual, pressure-supported accretion and supersonic free-fall in cosmological simulations would thus be useful.
Another complication arises since t cool depends on the gas density, which implies that the transition between cold and hot mode accretion depends on the gas mass M gas available to form the hot volume-filling phase. The idealized studies mentioned above assumed M gas roughly equals the cosmic halo baryon budget f b M halo ( f b ≈ 0.16 is the cosmic baryon fraction). If however a significant fraction of halo baryons are confined to filaments and subhalos, or, alternatively, if the halo baryons were ejected from the halo by unbound galaxy outflows at earlier times, then M gas will be lower than f b M halo , t cool would correspondingly be longer, and the transition to pressure support would occur in halos less massive than derived by assuming halos are baryoncomplete. Specifically, there is mounting observational evidence for the existence of strong unbound outflows, especially in dwarf galaxies which reside in halos with mass lower than M thres (e.g. Heckman & Thompson 2017; Chisholm et al. 2017 ). Also, cosmological simulations which model galaxy outflows often predict halo gas masses lower than f b M halo . In the FIRE zoom-in simulations Hafen et al. (2019) finds a halo gas mass of ≈ 0.2 f b M halo in ∼ 10 11 M halos at low redshift. In lower mass ∼ 10 10 M halos in FIRE the baryon fraction is even lower, less than 10% of the cosmic baryon budget. A low baryon mass fraction in low mass halos is found also in the EAGLE cosmological simulations Oppenheimer et al. 2019) . 1 Thus, both observations and some theoretical studies suggest that M gas could be well below f b M halo in halos with mass below the threshold derived assuming M gas ≈ f b M halo , in which case hot mode accretion could be important also in low mass halos.
In this work (Paper II) we deduce the conditions under which hot mode accretion is possible by analyzing the properties of cooling flow solutions. Cooling flows were originally discussed in the context of gas in the centers of clusters (Mathews & Bregman 1978; Cowie et al. 1980; Fabian et al. 1984; Bertschinger 1989) , and adapted to galaxy scale halos in the first paper in this series (Stern et al. 2019, hereafter Paper I) . Here, we focus on halo masses which are comparable or below the classic threshold for the formation of a hot halo M thres ∼ 10 12 M . We demonstrate that in low mass halos hot mode accretion depends on the location of the sonic point in the cooling flow that forms -only if the sonic radius is within the galaxy scale is hot accretion possible. This condition was only briefly mentioned in classical studies of the cooling flow solution (Mathews & Bregman 1978) since in cluster-scale halos the expected sonic radius is well within the central galaxy and thus hot mode accretion is always possible. We further show that our formalism for identifying the onset of hot mode accretion yields similar numerical values to the formalism in BD03, though it provides alternative physical intuition for the transition between the two regimes for galaxy accretion. Specifically, the cooling flow formalism suggests that near the threshold for hot mode accretion the halo may assume an 'inverted' configuration, in which the volume-filling phase is hot and pressure-supported on large scales but cool and free-falling near the galaxy.
To account for the possibility of a gas mass < f b M halo due to e.g. galaxy outflows, we treat the hot gas mass in our analysis as a free parameter. Our derivation thus yields for any M halo and redshift z a maximum gas mass in which hot mode accretion is possible, or equivalently a maximum hot mode accretion rate M crit (see below). We then compare the derived M crit to the average star formation rate (SFR) in dark matter halos at 0 < z < 10, which has been constrained via abundance matching techniques and 'empirical models' for how galaxies populate dark matter halos (e.g., Moster et al. 2010 Moster et al. , 2018 Behroozi et al. 2013 Behroozi et al. , 2019 . This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive the maximum hot mode accretion rate M crit using analytic arguments, and corroborate our conclusions with idealized hydrodynamic simulations. In section 3 we explore the dependence of M crit on halo and gas parameters, while in section 4 we compare M crit with the mean SFR in halos derived by empirical models. We summarize and discuss our results in section 5. In a follow up paper (hereafter Paper III) we compare our results to the properties of halo gas in the FIRE cosmological simulations (Hopkins et al. 2018) . Throughout the paper we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Hubble constant H 0 = 68 km s −1 Mpc −1 and Ω m,0 = 0.31 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 ).
HOT VS. COLD ACCRETION ACCORDING TO COOLING FLOW SOLUTIONS
In this section we use cooling flow solutions to derive a necessary condition for hot mode accretion, and show that this condition can be cast as a maximum hot mode accretion rate M crit . In our derivation we assume that the background potential is constant in time, and limit the effects of feedback in our analysis to the possible enrichment and depletion of the halo gas, i.e. ongoing feedback heating is assumed to be negligible. The validity of these assumptions is discussed below and tested in Paper III using cosmological simulations. We first demonstrate in section 2.1 how M crit arises by requiring T ≈ T vir and t cool t ff in a steady spherical flow. We then corroborate our derivation using the family of cooling flow solutions to the steady-state flow equations (section 2.2), and using idealized 3D hydrodynamic simulations (section 2.3).
The t cool t ff condition
The energy conservation equation for a steady spherical flow is (appendix A):
where r is the radius, v r is the radial velocity, the sum in the brackets is the Bernoulli parameter, is the specific thermal energy, γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index, Φ is the gravitational potential, and q is the cooling rate per unit mass. In a pressure-supported flow the kinetic term is small, while the roughly isothermal potential in dark matter halos implies that the temperature is approximately constant, so the first two terms in the brackets can be neglected. We thus get
where in the second equality we replaced q with n 2 H Λ/ρ (ρ and n H are the mass and hydrogen density and Λ is the cooling function). Conservation of mass in a steady flow implies an accretion rate M = −4πr 2 ρv r , and thus eqn. (2) gives
The maximum accretion rate for the hot gas can be derived from eqn. (3) by requiring that the density is low enough so t cool 0.7t ff . The motivation for the 0.7 prefactor is given in section 2.2. We use
where v c is the circular velocity, and
The maximum gas density is hence
where X is the hydrogen mass fraction and m p is the proton mass. In the second equality we used ≈ v 2 c , which is equivalent to T ≈ (4/3)(v c /v vir ) 2 T vir , where v vir = v c (R vir ) is the virial velocity and T vir = µm p v 2 vir /2k is the virial temperature. The prefactor in this relation is also justified in section 2.2. Plugging eqn. (6) in eqn. (3) and using dΦ/dr = v 2 c /r we get a maximum hot gas accretion rate at radius r of
In a dark matter halo with an NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1997 ) v c is roughly independent of radius, while the roughly constant temperature suggests Λ is also approximately constant, or decreases outwards if metallicity gradients are significant. Eqn. (7) thus suggests that M max (r) increases with radius. For the flow to be pressure-supported at all radii we therefore need to evaluate M max at the innermost radius of the flow. For this inner radius we use the circularization radius R circ at which the centrifugal and gravitational forces balance, and thus the gas can be supported by rotation rather than by thermal pressure (see further discussion below). The choice of R circ for the innermost radius of the flow is also motivated by observations which suggest galaxy sizes are ∼ R circ (e.g., Kravtsov 2013; Shibuya et al. 2015) . Using R circ in eqn. (7) hence implies a maximum accretion rate for pressure-supported flows of
The numerical values of v c and R circ in eqn. (8) correspond roughly to a halo mass of ∼ 4 · 10 11 M at z = 0, though note that the derivation is general and applies to halos of all masses and redshifts. We estimate R circ using the relation
where J halo and R vir are the angular momentum and virial radius of the dark matter halo, f λ accounts for differences between the specific angular momentum of the baryons and the average of the halo, and λ is the halo spin parameter defined in Bullock et al. (2001) :
For 
where Z is the gas metallicity, and this approximation is valid at T ∼ 10 5 − 10 7 K and Z 0.3 Z . For T = 5 · 10 5 (v c /100 km s −1 ) 2 K implied by = v 2 c we get
Spherically-symmetric cooling flow solutions
To further demonstrate that hot mode accretion is possible only for accretion rates below the critical value M crit derived in the previous section, we utilize the family of cooling flow solutions derived in Paper I. We start by discussing purely radial flows, and then include the effects of angular momentum.
Cooling flows without angular momentum
Cooling flow solutions are derived from the spherical steadystate equations for radiatively cooling gas in a constant gravitational potential:
where P is the gas pressure and ln K ≡ ln(kT/n 2/3 H ) is the entropy. We integrate these equations as described in Paper I, requiring the solutions to go through a sonic point and to be marginally-bound at large radii (Bernoulli parameter B → 0 − as r → ∞). The transonic condition is required since non-transonic solutions are either not welldefined at all radii (e.g. Bertschinger 1989), or everywhere supersonic. The exact choice of the outer boundary condition does not affect the conditions near R circ and hence is of no consequence for the discussion here (see Fig. B1 in Paper I). For a given cooling function and gravitational potential the transonic and marginally-bound conditions yield a single-parameter family of solutions. We showed in Paper I that gaseous halos which are initially hydrostatic converge onto these solutions within a cooling time.
For simplicity we assume an isothermal gravitational potential 2 , and address the implications of more realistic potentials below. As instructive examples, we calculate four cooling flow solutions of Z = Z /3 gas in an isothermal potential with v c = 100 km s −1 , corresponding at z = 0 to M halo = 4 · 10 11 M . For Λ we use the Wiersma et al. (2009) tables for z = 0, which account for photoionization and heating by a Haardt & Madau (2012) UV background. The panels in Figure 1 plot T, n H , radial Mach number M, and t cool /t ff of the solutions. The solutions differ in their assumed density normalization (second panel), or equivalently in the total gas mass. A higher density normalization corresponds to a higher inflow rate M due to the increased cooling ( M indicated in the top panel) and to a larger sonic radius R sonic (third panel). Specifically for the case of M halo = 4 · 10 11 M at z = 0, the purple, blue, green, and yellow solutions have respectively a gas mass within R vir = 200 kpc equal to 0.2, 0.4, 1, and 1.4 times the cosmic baryon budget, and a sonic radius equal to 0.01, 0.04, 0.25, and 1 times R vir . Figure 1 shows that in the outer subsonic part of the flows the solutions satisfy the conditions for pressure support discussed in the previous section: the gas temperature is roughly equal to T vir = 3.6 · 10 5 K (top panel) and the ratio 2 To calculate the Bernoulli parameter in an isothermal potential we assume the potential equals zero at r = 10 Mpc. . Spherically-symmetric cooling flow solutions for the volume-filling gas phase in an isothermal potential with v c = 100 km s −1 , corresponding to M halo = 4 · 10 11 M at z = 0. The panels show the temperature, density, Mach number, and t cool /t ff of the solutions. The four solutions are derived assuming no angular momentum and Z = 0.3 Z , and differ in the assumed density normalization (the green solution is baryon complete within R vir = 200 kpc). The solutions are transonic, forming a cool supersonic flow with t cool < t ff within the sonic radius. A higher density normalization corresponds to a higher M (noted in M yr −1 in the top panel) and to a larger sonic radius.
t cool /t ff is comparable or larger than unity (bottom panel). In this region radiative cooling is balanced via heating by compression as the gas flows inward. This subsonic region can be approximated by the following self-similar solutions 3 to the flow equations (13)- (15), which are derived in the subsonic limit (M 2 1):
(17)
where c s = (10/9) is the adiabatic sound speed. From . Spherically-symmetric cooling flow solutions for gas in an isothermal potential with v c = 100 km s −1 . Thick lines plot solutions for a flow with uniform specific angular momentum, corresponding to rotational support at a radius R circ = 10 kpc. The values of M are the same as in the no angular momentum solutions in Fig. 1 (plotted here as thin lines). In the blue and purple solutions the flow cools just outside R circ and reaches R circ with a vanishing radial velocity. In the green and yellow solutions the flow cools at R sonic > R circ , and reaches R circ supersonically. Solutions corresponding to hot mode accretion throughtout the halo are possible only if R sonic < R circ (where R sonic is calculated in the no-angular momentum limit), or equivalently if M < M crit (eqn. 8).
eqns. (16) and (18), the Mach number in the self-similar solution is equal to
i.e. M increases inwards as in Fig. 1 . The flow thus turns supersonic roughly at
where this estimate is approximate due to the inaccuracy of estimating R sonic using a solution in the subsonic limit. The estimate for R sonic in eqn. (20) is also an estimate of the radius where t cool ≈ t ff , since
where here we used eqns. (4), (16) and (18). The sonic radius is hence roughly the radius where t cool /t ff = 9/20 ≈ 0.7 (see bottom panels of Fig. 1 ). In section 2.1 we used this prefactor and eqn. (16) to derive eqn. (6), though note that these relations are accurate only in the self-similar case, and should be considered approximate in the general case. Fig. 1 shows that in the inner supersonic part of the solutions the flow rapidly loses thermal energy until it reaches the equilibrium temperature T eq ∼ 10 4 K. At the transition t cool is too short to be compensated by heating due to advection as in the subsonic regime, so the temperature decreases, which due to the shape of the cooling function causes the cooling to accelerate and thus further decrease the temperature. As a result of this rapid cooling process the temperature drops by a factor of 10 over merely a factor of ≈ 2 in radius. The sonic radius thus roughly corresponds to the radius where the flow transitions from a flow which is supported against gravity via its thermal pressure, to a freefalling solution which has no support.
Cooling flows with angular momentum
Dark matter halos and the baryons associated with them are expected to have angular momentum, due to tidal torques induced by neighbouring halos. To include the effects of angular momentum in the 1D cooling flow solutions we assume a uniform specific angular momentum equal to v c R circ , and modify the momentum equation to (see e.g. Cowie et al. 1980; BD03) :
This equation applies to a flow within the plane defined by the angular momemtum vector. To derive solutions relevant for hot mode accretion, we search for solutions to the modified flow equations which satisfy v r → 0 as r → R circ , i.e. the flow stalls at the circularization radius 4 . These solutions correspond to a radial inflow at r R circ supported by thermal pressure which connects to a rotating flow at r ∼ R circ supported by angular momentum. We assume R circ = 10 kpc as in eqn. (8). We impose the same marginally-bound outer boundary condition as used for the transonic solutions discussed in the previous section. The thick blue and purple lines in Figure 2 plot two such solutions, for M equal to 0.7 and 3 M yr −1 as in the corresponding non-rotating solutions from Fig. 1 (also plotted in Fig. 2 as thin lines). The rotating and non-rotating solutions differ significantly only at r 1.5R circ , where the rotating solutions stall while the non-rotating solutions continue to accelerate inward.
For the higher values of M of 15 and 60 M yr −1 corresponding to the green and yellow solutions, no solutions which stall at R circ are possible. A transonic solution with a specific M is fully-defined, and thus cannot be made to satisfy a specific boundary condition at R circ , as is possible for the blue and purple solutions which are subsonic at all r > R circ . The thick green and yellow lines in Fig. 2 plot the corresponding transonic solution when angular momentum is included in the momentum equations. These solutions are almost identical to the no-angular momentum solutions down to R circ , and indicate that even when angular momentum is included the flow reaches R circ with supersonic speeds (where it would presumably shock in a more realistic calculation).
The conclusion from Fig. 2 is that only if the condition
is satisfied, where R sonic is calculated in the no-angular momentum limit, then the flow can reach R circ with T ≈ T vir (23) is violated as in the green and yellow solutions, than the flow necessarily reaches R circ supersonically. Figure 3 depicts the three types of solutions discussed in this section. The left panel pictures a cooling flow with M < M crit , where without angular momentum the sonic radius would be within R circ . In this regime the flow is pressure supported on all halo scales, i.e. the flow is subsonic and has T ≈ T vir , down to the radius where the flow is supported by angular momentum. This type of flow corresponds to the classic 'hot accretion mode'. The right panel plots solutions with M sufficiently large such that the sonic radius is beyond the virial radius and hence potentially outside the accretion shock -the outer boundary of the region in which the cooling flow solutions could be valid, since beyond the accretion shock we expect a supersonic flow. This regime corresponds to the classic cold flow regime where gas accreting from the IGM free-falls all the way down to the galaxy. The middle panel plots cooling flow solutions with R circ < R sonic < R vir , i.e the sonic radius is within the range of radii where the cooling flow solutions could be valid. In this regime the gas is hot and pressure-supported in the outer halo, but gas in the inner halo and specifically the gas accreting onto the galaxy is cool and free-falling. In an isothermal potential this scenario applies if 1 < M/ M crit < R vir /R circ ≈ 20, since the sonic radius scales linearly with M (eqn. 20). However, since R sonic ∝ v −4 c , even a weak decrease of v c with increasing radius would imply that R sonic reaches R vir at inflow rates smaller than 20 M crit , and this intermediate regime would be relevant only over a smaller range of M.
Due to the similarity of M −1 and t cool /t ff in cooling flows (eqn. 21), the condition (23) is equivalent to the condition t cool t ff at R circ used in section 2.1. Using eqn. (23) in eqn. (20) yields the maximum accretion rate of the hot mode M crit , which is given by eqn. (8). We note also that Quataert & Narayan (2000) previously discussed the importance of the sonic radius in cooling flows in isothermal potentials, and the associated mass inflow rate, in the context of the interstellar medium of elliptical galaxies.
Hydrodynamic simulations
In this section we use an idealized 3D hydrodynamic simulation to support the above analytic results. The simulation is based on the simulations in Fielding et al. (2017) , though it does not include galaxy feedback.
We use the grid-based hydrodynamics code athena++ (Stone et al., submitted 5 ) in a spherical-polar coordinate system. The computational domain spans r = 1 kpc − 10 Mpc, π/4 ≤ θ ≤ 3π/4, and π/4 ≤ φ ≤ 3π/4, where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles. The grid has 64 cells in each angular direction and 384 logarithmically-spaced cells in r, which give approximately 1:1 cell aspect ratios. We solve the standard hydrodynamics equations with additional source terms to include a static gravitational potential and radiative cooling, using the same cooling function and constant v c = 100 km s −1 as used to derive the steady-state solutions in Figures 1 -2. Self-gravity of the gas is neglected. We adopt periodic boundary conditions in the polar and azimuthal directions, while in the radial direction we adopt outflow boundary conditions.
We run a simulation where M increases slowly with time, from M M crit to M M crit , in order to simulate the different cooling flow regimes depicted in Fig. 3 . To achieve this goal, we initialize the gas with a hydrostatic pressure profile at all radii, which yields the following dependence of M on time (Bertschinger 1989, hereafter B89) :
where R cool is the cooling radius at which t cool = t. This relation represents a 'cooling wave' expanding in the initially Figure 4 . Hydrodynamic 3D simulation of radiatively-cooling gas in an isothermal potential with v c = 100 km s −1 . Third-solar metallicity is assumed throughout. The gas is initialized at t = 0 with a hydrostatic pressure profile, and a density profile chosen to produce the dependence of inflow rate on time shown in the top panel. Initial conditions also include a uniform specific angular momentum corresponding to R circ = 10 kpc, and density fluctations with amplitude δρ/ρ rms = 0.03. The three middle panels plot mass-weighted shell averages of temperature, Mach number and entropy, as a function of radius and time. Entropy is normalized by the value at 200 kpc at each time. The bottom panel plots the density dispersion in the shells. The critical inflow rate M crit and cooling radius R cool are noted in the top two panels. At 3 t 7 Gyr when R cool > R circ and M M crit the halo gas forms a subsonic cooling flow corresponding to hot mode accretion -the inward flow remains hot down to R circ . At t > 10 Gyr when M > M crit the halo gas forms a transonic flow, with hot subsonic gas overlying cool supersonic gas. Density perturbations develop significantly only in supersonic regions or at r R circ . static medium at a velocity dR cool /dt, as gas at increasingly larger radii starts cooling and joins the cooling flow. For a constant initial temperature with sound speed c s , hydrostatic equilibrium gives ρ ∝ r −α with α = γv 2 c /c 2 s . The cooling time thus scales as t cool ∝ r α (eqn. 5), and the cooling radius as R cool ∝ t 1/α . Equation (24) hence yields
where the constant of the proportionality is determined by the normalization of the initial density profile. As noted by B89, eqns. (24)- (25) are valid only if dR cool /dt c s , i.e. if the cooling wave is expanding slowly compared to the sound-crossing time. Otherwise, gas at different radii cools out monolithically, and the pressure profile does not have time to adjust to the cooling flow solution. In this latter case the halo gas collapses into a supersonic free-falling solution rather than forming a cooling flow.
We also assume a finite initial velocity in the φ direction v φ such that all cells outside R circ have the same specific angular momentum, corresponding to R circ = 10 kpc as in Fig. 2 . Within R circ we assume in the initial conditions v φ = v c . To avoid the accumulation of ∼ 10 4 K gas at R circ in the simulation, we implement 'star formation' by removing gas that satisfies T < 3 · 10 4 K and n H > 0.03 cm −3 . Testing indicates that the exact parameters of this prescription do not affect the results except where noted below. We also impose small isobaric density perturbations in the initial conditions with an amplitude δρ/ρ rms = 0.03 and a whitenoise spectrum.
The simulation is initialized with a density slope of α = −0.5 and a hydrogen particle density n H = 10 −4.5 cm −3 at r = 100 kpc, and is run for 35 Gyr. We emphasize that these initial conditions are intended to yield a desired M(t) rather than to describe a realistic halo. The resulting M(t) and R cool (t) are plotted in the top two panels of Figure 4 . At t = 10.3 Gyr the inflow rate exceeds M crit = 4.0 M yr −1 , where M crit is calculated from eqn. (8). The plotted M is measured at r = 20 kpc in the simulation, though this choice does not affect the time at which M crosses M crit as long as it is outside R circ and within R cool .
The lower four panels of Fig. 4 plot shell-averaged properties in the simulation as a function of of r and t. From top to bottom the panels show the mass-weighted averages of log T, log M, and log K/K(r = 200 kpc), and the density dispersion δρ/ρ rms . The figure shows that at early times t 2 Gyr the value of R cool is smaller than R circ and the gas properties remain near the initial conditions. At later times 3 t 6 Gyr when R cool > R circ and M M crit , the gas within R cool forms a subsonic cooling flow, where the gas temperature is near virial and the entropy declines inward. Only very close to R circ = 10 kpc the flow cools out, as suggested by the 1D solutions with M = 0.7 and 3 M yr −1 in Fig. 2 . At radii smaller than R circ the flow is hot down to ≈ 3 kpc, and comprises of inflow outside the midplane which overshoots R circ and is then repelled back by the centrifugal force (see Fig. 7 below) . The lowest panel in Fig. 4 shows that in this M < M crit regime the amplitude of density fluctations is 1 beyond R circ , as expected in subsonic cooling flows (see Paper I and references therein). Fig. 4 shows that at t > 10 Gyr when M exceeds M crit the flow is transonic with a subsonic region 'overlying' a supersonic region, as depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 3 . The sonic point is evident as the upper white contour in the M panel, and it moves outward as M increases in the simulation (see Figure 5) . We measure R sonic as the outermost shell with log M = 1, and plot the relation between R sonic and M(r = 20 kpc) in Figure 6 . When M > M crit , the relation in the simulation is similar to the steady-state, noangular-momentum calculation (eqn. 20, blue line). When M M crit , i.e. at 7.5 t 10 Gyr, the simulation has a sonic point somewhat within R circ , while when M M crit the flow in the simulation is entirely subsonic.
Towards the end of the simulation where M 20 M crit , Fig. 5 shows that the sonic radius exceeds 200 kpc, and the flow is supersonic at all halo scales, i.e. the scenario depicted in the right panel of Fig. 3 . We note that in our simulation the flow is transonic even at these late times since there is hot quasi-static gas out to the outer boundary at 10 Mpc, i.e. we effectively assume the accretion shock is at infinity. In a realistic system with a finite accretion shock radius we expect the flow to be purely supersonic if M corresponds to R sonic larger than the shock radius.
Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate that once the flow crosses the sonic radius it cools quickly, as suggested by the steady-state solutions shown in Fig. 1 . This rapid cooling is associated with a rapid growth of thermal instabilities (bottom panel in Fig. 4 , see also Mathews & Bregman 1978 and Balbus & Soker 1989) . The association of the sonic radius with the rapid growth of instabilites occurs since within the sonic radius t cool r/v r (see figure 3 in Paper I), so the instabilities grow faster than the rate at which the flow is advected inward, in contrast with the subsonic region where t cool ≈ r/v r (eqn. 18). The supersonic flow reaches a radius which is substantially smaller than R circ , and is evident as a boundary in all properties plotted in Fig. 4 . This minimum radius decreases with increasing M. In Figure 7 we plot streamlines and temperature maps in the meridional plane, mass-weighted over the φ-coordinate. The three panels plot snapshots at t = 4 Gyr (top), t = 15 Gyr (middle) and t = 30 Gyr (bottom), corresponding to the hot ( M M crit ), transonic ( M M crit ) and purely cold ( M M crit ) accretion phases. The panels are shaped as wedges similar to half the simulated domain, between θ = π/2 (bottom axis) and θ = π/4 (top diagonal axis). The streamlines emanate from large radii and are initially evenly spaced in θ, indicating a radial inflow. In the hot accretion mode plotted on top the streamlines converge onto r = R circ and θ = π/2, i.e. on the equilibrium position for our assumed specific angular momentum, which corresponds to a 'ring' in 3D space. Streamlines initially far away from the midplane first overshoot R circ and reach somewhat smaller radii, and then turn outward as the centrifugal force overcomes gravity. Note though that this latter effect may be artificially enhanced by the boundary of our domain at θ = π/4 and hence the lack of streamlines which feed gas and provide pressure support at smaller radii. At the equilibrium position the gas is cool (see also temperature panel of Fig. 4) , though the flow cools out just before joining the ring -the region with T 10 5 K spans 3 grid cells in the θ direction and 9 grid cells in the r direction. In the ring our prescription for 'star formation' acts as a sink for gas when the density exceeds 0.03 cm −3 .
In contrast with the hot accretion mode, in the other two regimes shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 7 the streamlines reach the midplane at a radius of 4−5 kpc, substantially smaller than the equilibrium position at r = R circ . This is possible due to the lack of pressure support and high inertia of the flow, which allows a cool flow to 'overshoot' the angu- . Streamlines and temperature maps in the meridional plane. The panels plot three snapshots of the simulation, corresponding to the hot accretion mode (t = 4 Gyr, top), the transonic accretion mode (t = 15 Gyr, middle), and the purely cold accretion mode (t = 30 Gyr, bottom). The bottom axis of each panel corresponds to the midplane (θ = π/2) while the top diagonal axis corresponds to the boundary of the simulated domain at θ = π/4. The equilibrium position given the angular momentum of the simulated gas is at r = R circ = 10 kpc and θ = π/2. In the hot accretion mode the radial flow at large scales converges onto the equilibrium position, at which point the gas cools and is removed from the simulation via our SF prescription. In the other two accretion modes the flow reaches the midplane and is lost to SF at radii smaller than the equilibrium position.lar momentum barrier. In our simulation the gas is lost to SF at these inner radii, which causes the flowlines to end at a non-equilibrium position. In a similar simulation without the SF prescription the flow circles back to the equilibrium position after crossing the midplane at radii < R circ . To conclude this section, the flow structure formed in the 3D simulation suggests that the 1D steady-state cooling flow solutions capture the transition between hot and cold mode accretion reasonably well, at least in our idealized setup. If M < M crit then the flow 'quietly' accretes onto the galaxy disk from a hot (≈ T vir ) rotating atmosphere with a vanishing radial velocity, as can be seen in the purple and blue solutions in Fig. 2 and in the top panel of Fig. 7 . In contrast if M > M crit then R sonic > R circ and the gas reaches the galaxy scale as a cool (≈ T eq ) supersonic flow, as can be seen in the green and yellow solutions in Fig. 2 and in the two bottom panels of Fig. 7 .
Comparison to the condition for shock stability
The simulation in the previous section and the simulations in Paper I demonstrate that halo gas which is initially hydrostatic converges onto the family of cooling flow solutions (as long as dR cool /dt c s , see B89). A related question is under which conditions a flow which is initially supersonic 6 will shock and form a cooling flow. Note that such a transition is non-trivial only if R sonic of the cooling flow that forms is smaller than the outer boundary of the system (e.g. the two left panels in Fig. 3) , since otherwise the cooling flow solution is also a supersonic solution (right panel in Fig. 3 ). This question was addressed by BD03, who argued that supersonic inflows in dark matter halos shock once the conditions for an accretion shock to expand are met at the disk radius ≈ R circ . In this section we show that the condition for an expanding accretion shock at a shock radius R sh = R circ is equivalent to the condition R sonic < R circ derived here for the onset of hot mode accretion. We show this equivalence by utilizing the expectation that the postshock gas forms a cooling flow 7 .
The shock jump condition is
where v sh , v 0 , and v 1 are the shock, preshock, and postshock velocities, all measured in the halo frame (inflows have a negative velocity), and for simplicity we assume a strong shock. Note that the postshock velocity in the shock frame v 1 − v sh must be subsonic, so if v 1 is supersonic v sh must be negative, i.e. the shock is contracting. It hence follows that a necessary condition for an expanding accretion shock is M(R sh ) < 1, or equivalently in a cooling flow R sonic < R sh . To show that the R sonic < R sh condition is likely to be also a sufficient condition for an expaning shock, we replace v 1 with R sh /t cool (eqn. 18):
Using the definition of t ff (eqn. 4) and extracting v 0 from the parentheses we get
where all quantities are estimated at R sh . Approximating the inflow velocity as |v 0 | ≈ v c (1 + 2 ln(R vir /R sh )), as expected for an inflow 'dropped' from 2R vir in an NFW potential, we get |v 0 |/ √ 8v c = 1.2 for R sh = 0.05R vir . Eqn. (28) thus implies that if t ff /t cool 1.2 at the shock radius, then the term in the brackets is positive and the shock expands outward. Since t ff /t cool ≈ 1.5M (eqn. 21), we get that if M(R circ ) 0.8 then v sh > 0, i.e. if the condition R sonic R circ is satisfied the shock would expand.
The above derivation suggests that the BD03 condition for shock stability at R circ is similar to the condition for hot mode accretion R sonic R circ derived in this work. It is important to note though that our derivation does not assume an accretion shock exists, in contrast with the derivation of BD03. Rather, our derivation is based solely on the properties of radiatively cooling gas with T ≈ T vir , regardless of whether the gas was heated to this temperature in a single shock, in a series of shocks, or by feedback at earlier epochs. Our analysis thus suggests that the conditions under which hot mode accretion is possible apply more generally.
In the simulations in BD03 the halo mass grows with time, so M/ M crit decreases since M crit increases faster than M (see next section). The initially supersonic flows in BD03 though shock directly into subsonic flows, without going through an intermediate transonic cooling flow phase. We have verified this behavior using a setup similar to that in the previous section but with supersonic initial conditions. We set the outer boundary condition so M decreases with time from an initial M M crit , and indeed a shock and subsonic cooling flow form only when M M crit , while when M M crit the flow remains purely supersonic rather than forming a transonic flow. A possible limitation of this simulation and the simulation in BD03 is the lack of sufficiently strong shocks beyond R circ . If the flow shocks in the supersonic part of the flow the shock cannot propagate outward, and hence the subsonic part of the cooling flow will not form. However, in the presence of outflows from the galaxy the inflows from the IGM are expected to experience strong shocks at radii R circ (e.g. Fielding et al. 2017) , and thus supersonic flows may shock directly into transonic cooling flows. We leave exploring this possibility to future work. White & Frenk (1991) argued that the condition
The condition for cooling-regulated accretion
separates between 'cooling-limited' systems in which accretion is regulated by radiative cooling, and 'supply-limited' systems in which accretion is regulated by the inflow rate from the IGM. We now show that eqn. (29) is similar to the condition t cool = t ff at R circ derived above for the onset of hot mode accretion. This similarity follows since in cooling flows t cool /t ff ∝ r 1/2 (eqn. 21), so in the critical solution t cool /t ff ∝ (r/R circ ) 1/2 and hence
where the last approximation follows from R vir /R circ ≈ 20 and t H ≈ 5t ff (R vir ). 8 Thus, systems with M < M crit are coolinglimited according to the condition (29), while systems with M > M crit are 'supply-limited', even if the halo gas has shocked and forms a transonic cooling flow. We note in passing that semi-analytic models such as Somerville & Primack (1999) which employ the condition (29) could be improved by considering the halo gas density profile ρ ∝ r −1.5 suggested by the physical cooling flow solution (eqn. 17), rather than say an isothermal profile with ρ ∝ r −2 .
THE CRITICAL COOLING RATE AS A FUNCTION OF HALO AND GAS PARAMETERS
We now use eqn. (8) The value of λ is normalized to the mean value found in the Bolshoi-Planck simulation in halos with mass 10 10 < M halo < 10 15 M and redshift 0 < z < 8 ( Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2016) .
To estimate Λ we use the tables of Wiersma et al. (2009) , which depend on T, Z, z, and n H . The value of T is calculated from = v 2 c (eqn. 16) which gives
For Z we use as a fiducial estimate the metallicity of gas in the central galaxy, since at R circ which is roughly the size of the galaxy (e.g. Kravtsov 2013; Shibuya et al. 2015) significant mixing of the hot gas and ISM is likely. We calculate this metallicity estimate based on the observed z = 0 massmetallicity relation from Andrews & Martini (2013) :
where we converted Asplund et al. 2009 ), and we use the stellar-mass halo-mass relation (SMHM) from Behroozi et al. (2019, hereafter B19) to convert between M halo and stellar-mass M * . The dependence of Λ on n H and z is due to heating and ionization by the UV background (UVB) and cooling off the cosmic microwave background, where only the UVB effect is significant in the halo masses of interest. To calculate n H we solve eqn. (6) for n H, max including the dependence of Λ on n H , and then rederive M crit accordingly. To gauge the importance of the UVB on M crit we also calculate Λ assuming no UVB (i.e., in the n H → ∞ limit), using the collisional-ionization equilibrium cooling tables from Gnat & Sternberg (2007) . In Figure 8 we explore the dependence of M crit on halo mass, gas metallicity, and redshift, assuming f λ λ = 0.035 and an NFW mass profile to calculate f v c from eqn. (9). NFW concentration parameters are calculated using the fitting formulas of Klypin et al. (2016) , which are based on the Bolshoi-Planck dark matter simulation. 9 The value of f v c decreases with decreasing concentration, spanning at z = 0 between f 3 v c ≈ 2 at M halo = 10 9 M and f 3 v c ≈ 0.8 at 10 13 M , and spanning f 3 v c ∼ 0.4 − 0.6 for all halo masses at redshift two or higher. The dependence of f v c on the gravity of the central galaxy is discussed later in this section. The four solid lines in the top panel plot M crit for z = 0 halos, with different assumptions on the calculation of Λ. The top three curves include heating by the UVB and differ in the assumed metallicity, with a metallicity either equal to Z MZR given by eqn. (36), a metallicity equal to half this value, or no metal contribution to the cooling. An increase in M crit with decreasing Z is apparent at M halo > 10 10.5 M , at which T vir > 10 5 K and the metals can dominate the cooling. The bottom curve assumes Z = Z MZR and no UVB. This curve demonstrates that the UVB significantly affects M crit only at M halo < 10 10 M at which the gas temperature is close to the equilibrium temperature. When the gas temperature equals the equilibrium temperature at M halo ≈ 10 9 M then M crit goes to infinity since Λ goes to zero. Below this threshold The curve marked 'no UVB' neglects heating by the UV background and assumes a hot gas metallicity (at R circ ≈ 0.05R vir ) of Z MZR -the gas metallicity in the central galaxy (eqn. 36). The other curves include heating by the UVB and assume different hot gas metallicities as noted. The dashed line marks the cosmic halo baryon budget divided by t H , an estimate of the accretion rate onto the halo if baryons follow the dark matter. (Bottom) The dependence of M crit t H (where t H is the Hubble time) on redshift, assuming no redshift evolution in the MZR and including heating by the UVB. The dashed line marks the cosmic halo baryon budget. At M halo > 10 10.5 M the product M crit t H is roughly independent of redshift.
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NFW NFW+galaxy +contraction Figure 9 . The dependence of M crit on the mass profile. The y-axis is normalized by the expected M if baryons follow the dark matter. The lower curve assumes an NFW mass profile as in Fig. 8 , the middle curve includes the galaxy contribution to the mass profile with M * based on the SMHM from Behroozi et al. (2019) , while the upper curve assumes also that the dark matter adiabatically contracts due to the galaxy. If M = f b M halo /t H (i.e., for a gas accretion rate following the dark matter), the change in the mass profile due to the galaxy decreases the threshold halo mass for hot mode accretion from 2 · 10 12 M to 5 − 7 · 10 11 M .
masses where the ordinate is above unity. The figure shows that the effect of the galaxy is largest at M halo = 2.5·10 12 M where the SMHM peaks, in which M crit increases by a factor of 4 − 8. The change in M crit is smaller at lower and higher M halo , and almost vanishes at M halo < 10 11 M due to the small galaxy mass. The threshold halo mass where M crit crosses f b M halo /t H (corresponding to the case where gas accretion into halos follows the dark matter) decreases by a factor of 3−4, from M thres = 2·10 12 M when the galaxy is not included in the mass profile calculation to M thres = 7·10 11 M when the galaxy is included and to 5 · 10 11 M when the dark matter is assumed to contract. Fig. 9 thus demonstrates that the onset of hot mode accretion depends not only on the properties of the halo but also on the properties of the galaxy.
COMPARISON OF THE CRITICAL COOLING RATE WITH THE STAR FORMATION RATE
In Figure 10 we compare M crit in z = 0 dark matter halos (thick black line) with the average star formation rate (SFR, gray stripe). The value of M crit is calculated from eqn. (34) using our fiducial parameters: f λ λ = 0.035, f v c calculated from an NFW + galaxy profile with M * (M halo ) from B19 (without adiabatic contraction), and the ISM metallicity corresponding to the same M * (eqn. 36). Thin grey lines plot M crit assuming the metallicity is a factor of two lower (top curve) or higher (lower curve) than this fiducial estimate. Including also contraction of the halo in the calculation does not alter our main conclusions. The background colors emphasize the two regimes for how the volume filling phase accretes onto the galaxy, gradual accretion of hot gas if M < M crit and free-fall if M > M crit . The average SFR is also taken from B19, and is equal to the time derivative of the SMHM. We plot their mean SFRs for central galaxies (i.e. excluding satellites), and use the width of the grey stripe to denote the statistical uncertainty in the B19 model fits. The figure demonstrates that the average SFR derived by B19 is less than or comparable to M crit at any halo mass, and is within a factor of a few of M crit in the mass range 10 10.5 M halo 10 11.5 M (which includes most of the stars formed at z ∼ 0). As M crit is the maximum possible accretion rate of the hot mode, this result suggests that hot mode accretion can in principle dominate the gas supply for star formation in low mass halos.
To extend the comparison of M crit with the SFR to high redshift, we assume f λ λ = 0.035 at all redshifts, motivated by the constant median λ = 0.035 found in the Bolshoi-Planck simulation (Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2016) . The metallicity at high redshift is a major uncertainty. As a fiducial model for the metallicity evolution we utilize the scaling suggested by Dekel & Birnboim (2006) based on semi-analytic models:
with an enrichment rate s = 0.17. This enrichment rate is consistent with the factor of two lower normalization of the mass-metallicity relation at z ≈ 2 relative to its local value (Erb et al. 2006; Sanders et al. 2015) , and is similar to s = 0.22 ± 0.03 deduced for damped Lyα absorbers (DLAs) at 0 < z < 5 by Rafelski et al. (2012) 10 . The value of Z(M * , z = 0) in eqn. (38) is calculated as above using eqn. (36) for the mass-metallicity relation in the local universe, and using the B19 SMHM to derive M * from M halo and z. The same M * is also used for the calculation of f v c , and we assume all the galaxy mass is within R circ = 0.05R vir . This latter assumption is consistent with the R 1/2 ≈ 0.02R vir found at z = 0 − 8 by Shibuya et al. (2015) . Solid lines in Figure 11 plot the implied M crit using these parameters. Each panel corresponds to a different redshift as noted at the top of the panels. We normalize the vertical axes in this plot by f b M halo /t H in order to decrease the dynamical range, so in this plot the baryon accretion rate if baryons follow the dark matter is roughly at unity, and the SFR stripes roughly track the ratio of stellar mass to halo baryon budget
To bracket the range of M crit implied by the uncertainty in metallicity we also plot M crit assuming the local mass-metallicity relation holds at higher redshift (i.e., s = 0), and M crit assuming no contribution of metals to the cooling (marked as Z = 0 Z , though in practice any Z 0.01 Z gives identical results). Figure 11 demonstrates that for the metallicity evolution rate in eqn. (38), SFR M crit at most halos masses and redshifts. The hot mode accretion can thus in principle dominate the gas supply for star formation also in low mass halos at high redshift. M [M yr (Behroozi et al. '19) hot accretion cold or transonic accretion Figure 10 . Comparison of the critical cooling rate with the mean star formation rate at z = 0.1. The thick solid line plots M crit (eqn. 34), assuming Z = Z MZR , f λ λ = 0.035, and contracted NFW + galaxy mass profiles as in Fig. 9 . Thin grey lines plot M crit for a factor of two lower or higher Z. For M < M crit we expect the volume-filling phase to be pressure-supported down to the galaxy scale (hot accretion mode, red background), while for M > M crit we expect the gas to reach the galaxy with supersonic velocities (cold or transonic accretion modes, blue background). The dashed line marks f b M halo /t H , an estimate of the accretion rate onto the halo if baryons follow the dark matter. The mean SFR for central galaxies derived by B19 is indicated by a gray stripe, where the stripe width marks the uncertainty in their model fit. The mean SFR is comparable to or lower than M crit at all halo masses.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The physical properties of the volume-filling gas phase in dark matter halos are crucial both for understanding the nature of galaxy accretion and for understanding the consequences of feedback (e.g. White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991 , BD03, Dekel & Birnboim 2006 Fielding et al. 2017) . In this paper we revisit the question of whether this gas phase is predominantly hot and pressure-supported or predominantly cool and free-falling. We limit the effect of feedback in our analysis to the possible enrichment and depletion of the halo gas. Absent dynamical effects of feedback (e.g. heating), hot pressure-supported gas in halos forms a cooling flow. We demonstrate that the family of cooling flow solutions separates the physical states of the halo gas into three regimes, according to whether the cooling flow sonic radius R sonic is on the scale of the galaxy, on the scale of the halo, or beyond the halo (Fig. 3) . The first regime corresponds to the classic hot accretion mode where the flow is subsonic (i.e. pressure supported) and smooth from the accretion shock down to the galaxy scale. The third regime corresponds to the classic cold accretion regime where clumpy gas falls in supersonically from the IGM down to the galaxy without experiencing a strong shock. In the second intermediate regime the gas forms a hot inflow over some range of radii, and then cools out at R sonic and free-falls onto the galaxy. This 'transonic' regime resembles the classic cold mode in terms of the properties of gas when it accretes onto the galaxy, since the gas reaches the galaxy scale as a cold and free-falling flow (Fig. 7) . However, in terms of coupling with feedback this intermediate scenario may in some aspects more closely resemble the hot mode, due to the existence of a layer of hot and homogeneous pressure-supported gas situated beyond the cold and clumpy free-falling flow. This will presumably depend on where in the halo relative to R sonic the feedback energy is deposited.
In the simulation shown in Figs. 4-5 the intermediate transonic scenario for the halo gas develops from hydrostatic initial conditions, when the mass inflow rate crosses the critical value of M crit . It is less clear if this scenario can be realized if the gas inflow is supersonic at large radii as is often the case in the cosmological context. Indeed, a sonic transition at intermediate radii in the halo is not seen in the idealized simulations of Birnboim & Dekel (2003) where the halo gas is initially inflowing supersonically. We argued in section 2.4 that this difference could be due to the lack of a source of strong shocks in the outer halo in the Birnboim & Dekel simulations. It would thus be interesting to check whether this intermediate regime materializes in setups which include outflows that shock agains supersonic inflows at large scales (e.g. Fielding et al. 2017) and in the more realistic conditions in cosmological simulations. The latter can include strong feedback at high redshift that 'pre-heats' the gas, stifling later supersonic inflows and more closely resembling the hydrostatic initial conditions used in this work (e.g. Figs. 4-5) . We leave addressing this question and deriving the implications of this possible new accretion regime of halo gas to future work.
We demonstrate that hot mode accretion is possible only if R sonic < R circ ≈ 0.05R vir , because this condition determines when the gas is virialized and roughly hydrostatic down to galaxy scales. This condition on R sonic is equivalent to the condition t cool t ff at r = R circ (eqn. 21), and can be cast as a maximum accretion rate in the hot mode M crit (eqns. 8, 12). We emphasize that 'hot' corresponds to the virial temperature, which is relatively low for low-mass halos. We explore the dependence of M crit on halo mass, redshift, and gas metallicity in Fig. 8 . We find that in halos where metals dominate the cooling the product M crit t H is roughly independent of redshift if the metallicity is held constant (Fig. 8) .
The classic threshold halo mass M thres for the onset of hot mode accretion can be derived by equating M crit with the spherically-averaged baryon accretion rate expected from dark matter simulations ∼ f b M halo /t H (see Fig. 8 ). Assuming an NFW mass profile and a gas metallicity at R circ following the z = 0 stellar mass-metallicity relation, we find M thres ≈ 2 · 10 12 M roughly independent of redshift. This result is consistent with the calculations of BD03 for the formation of a stable accretion shock near R circ for the same parameters (section 3 and Fig. 8 ). As our derivation does not assume the gas was heated to ∼ T vir in a single shock, our results suggest that the condition for hot mode accretion 0.01
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0.01 Figure 11 . Comparison of the critical cooling rate with the mean SFR at different redshifts. The vertical axis is normalized by f b M halo /t H , the estimated accretion rate if baryons follow the dark matter. The solid black line plots M crit assuming the redshift evolution of the metallicity from Dekel & Birnboim (2006) given in eqn. (38). Blue and red backgrounds mark respectively hot and cold / transonic accretion modes for the volume-filling phase, for this calculation of M crit . The two other black lines bracket the uncertainty in M crit due to the uncertain metallicity. The thick dashed lines plot M crit assuming no metal contribution to the cooling, while the dash-dotted lines assume no redshift evolution in the metallicity. Gray bands mark the mean SFR of central galaxies from B19. For the fiducial metallicity model SFR M crit at most halo masses and redshifts.
derived by BD03 apply more generally. We also show that when accounting for the gravitational effects of the galaxy M thres decreases by a factor of 3 − 4 at z = 0 (Fig. 9) . Moreover, we showed that if the baryon accretion rate or halo gas mass is lower than expected based on dark matter simulations and spherical averaging, such that the cooling and accretion rates are smaller than M crit , then hot mode accretion would be relevant also in halos with M halo < M thres . The conclusion that hot mode accretion is determined by conditions at the galaxy scale implies that the relevant metallicity for calculating M crit is the metallicity of the hot gas just outside the galaxy, which is potentially higher than at larger scales due to more intense enrichment by outflows. Also, while our calculations neglect possible deviations from spherical symmetry induced by cosmological filaments, we expect these to affect our results regarding the nature of accretion from the volume-filling phase only if filaments retain their identity down to the galaxy scale. Cosmological simulations currently differ on whether this is indeed the case, or whether instead the filaments dissolve farther out in the halo (e.g., Kereš et al. 2005; Ceverino et al. 2010; FaucherGiguère et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013; Danovich et al. 2015 , see also Mandelker et al. 2016 Mandelker et al. , 2019 Padnos et al. 2018) .
Our analysis assumes steady-state conditions, while various physical processes associated with galaxy formation, such as the growth of the background potential, bursty stellar feedback (e.g. Muratov et al. 2015) , and clumpy accretion, could drive the system away from steady state. An interesting question is thus what are the relevant timescales on which steady state can be achieved? Our results suggest that the relevant timescale for determining the nature of accretion is the dynamical time of the galaxy. The importance of this timescale emerges from the critical solution, in which t cool ≈ t ff at r ≈ R circ . Since in any cooling flow solution t cool ≈ t flow ≡ r/|v r | (eqn. 18), the critical solution satisfies
where the last equality follows from eqns. (4) and (9). Note that this relation differs from the predictions of several feedback-regulation models in which t cool in the halo is regulated to some factor of t ff (e.g., Sharma et al. 2012; Voit et al. 2017) , since in these models t flow t cool due to heating by feedback, in contrast with t flow ≈ t cool in the cooling flow solution. Equation (39) implies that the relevant timescales for the onset of hot mode accretion are a factor of ( √ 2 f λ λ) −1 ∼ 20 shorter than the halo dynamical time, or a factor of ∼ 100 shorter than the Hubble time at the corresponding redshift. We thus expect our results to be roughly valid as long as other processes change the relevant physical conditions on timescales longer than this characteristic value. Moreover, the fact that this timescale is relatively short implies that the nature of accretion can be determined by transient processes, if the transient conditions last longer than the galaxy dynamical time. For example, if a burst of feedback depletes gas in the galaxy vicinity such that M drops below M crit , then the remaining gas may accrete in the hot mode even if the accretion rate averaged over longer timescales is larger than M crit .
Figures 10 and 11 plot the average SFR in dark matter halos empirically derived by Behroozi et al. (2019) based on predictions from dark matter-only simulations and observational constraints. These figures show that the average SFR is consistent with or lower than M crit at almost all halo masses and redshifts, for the fiducial metallicity evolution discussed in section 4. It is unclear if this result is a coincidence, or indicates a physical connection between M crit and the SFR in low mass halos. However, we have shown that hot mode accretion and M crit may be relevant also to low mass halos if they are sufficiently depleted of baryons. It would thus be valuable to explore scenarios in which M crit provides a physical upper limit to the SFR in all halos at all times. How could this be the case? Due to the different nature of accretion and different consequences of feedback according to the state of the halo gas, it is plausible that the star formation efficiency SFR/ M during the hot accretion phase differs significantly from the SF efficiency during the phase where gas reaches the galaxy in free-fall. In a lowmass halo where gas accretes onto the galaxy via the hot mode for some fraction of the time, and the SF efficiency during this hot mode phase is high while it is low in the free-fall phase due to strong winds, the SFR would tend to be M crit , since during the hot phase M M crit . Simulations of low mass halos which include star formation and feedback could test if such a scenario is realized.
Last, since M crit is determined by physical properties at the galaxy scale it can be estimated from observations of galaxy properties, and then compared to the SFR (or other properties) of individual galaxies. This is in contrast with the statistical modelling required to derive average SFR and M crit in dark matter halos using techniques such as abundance matching (as in section 4 above). It would be interesting to derive the relation between SFR and M crit on a galaxyby-galaxy basis and for different galaxy subtypes. This may provide new insights into the importance of the hot accretion mode for fuelling and/or quenching star formation, as well as the origin of galaxy scaling relations involving parameters determining M crit , such as the Tully & Fisher (1977) relation between v c and stellar mass.
